We construct general biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems, a new class of compactly supported biorthogonal wavelet systems with vanishing moments equally distributed for a scaling function and wavelet pair. A time-domain design method is employed and closed-form expressions for the impulse responses and the frequency responses of the corresponding dual lters are derived. The resulting lter coe cients are all dyadic fractions, which is an attractive feature in the realization of multiplication-free discrete wavelet transform. Even-ordered systems in this family are symmetric, which correspond to linear-phase dual lters. In particular, three lter banks in this family are systematically veri ed to have competitive compression potential to the 9-7 tap biorthogonal wavelet lter bank by Cohen et al., which is currently the most widely used one in the eld of wavelet transform coding. In addition, the proposed lter banks have much smaller computational complexity in terms of oating-point operations required in transformation, and therefore indicate a better tradeo between compression performance and computational complexity.
Introduction
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been applied extensively to digital image processing, especially transform coding of digital images and digital image sequences. Since images are mostly smooth (except for occasional edges), it seems appropriate that the wavelets should be reasonably smooth, which requires the associated lters to be long enough to obtain good smoothness and energy compaction capability. However, this will increase the computational cost of the corresponding transformation. On the other hand, it is desirable that the nite-impulse-response (FIR) lter bank (FB) be linear-phase (corresponding to symmetry for wavelets and scaling functions). Unfortunately, it has been shown that orthogonality and symmetry are con ict properties for design of compactly supported nontrivial wavelets (see 1, pp. 252, Theorem 8.1.4]). The highly important linear phase constraint corresponding to symmetric wavelets may be maintained by relaxing the orthogonality constraint and using biorthogonal wavelet bases. Design of symmetric biorthogonal wavelet systems with their associated DWT having good compression potential and low computational complexity is an important issue in the area of wavelet transform coding.
Previous Work
Recently, biorthogonal wavelet systems 1 have been constructed 2], 3], 4]. In order to obtain reasonably smooth wavelets, Cohen, Daubechies, and Feauveau preassigned a number of vanishing moments on the two wavelets and determined the coe cients of the corresponding lters by factorizing trigonometric polynomials 2]. Several classes of symmetric and compactly supported biorthogonal wavelet systems (e.g. biorthogonal spline wavelet systems) were constructed by using their frequency-domain method. In 3], Vetterli and Herley constructed symmetric biorthogonal wavelet systems with vanishing moments imposed on wavelets using an FB-based approach. In 4], Phoong et al. proposed a framework for construction and implementation of a certain class of biorthogonal FBs that covers some causal stable IIR FBs and some linear-phase FIR FBs. A general framework, a so-called lifting scheme, was proposed by Sweldens 5] , which does not rely on spectral factorization and allows painless custom-design construction of biorthogonal wavelet systems. In addition, a lifted fast biorthogonal wavelet transform based on this scheme was suggested in 5], which may be viewed as a generalization of the implementation proposed in 4].
The 9-7 tap biorthogonal wavelet FB (we will refer to it as CDF-9-7 FB in this paper) designed 1 In this paper, we only consider two-band (or two-channel) biorthogonal wavelet systems possessing perfect reconstruction property.
in 2, Table 6 .2] has become the most widely used wavelet system in the eld of wavelet transform coding and has been chosen as the only candidate FB in the FBI's ngerprint image compression standard 6]. In 7] , several lter-based metrics are proposed to test the compression performance of over 4300 candidate FBs and the CDF-9-7 FB has turned out to be one of the best FBs for image compression. One major disadvantage of the CDF-9-7 FB lies in the fact that, because all the lter coe cients are irrational, the computational complexity of its associated DWT and inverse DWT (IDWT) is much higher than that of the DWT/IDWT using biorthogonal spline wavelet lters 2], whose coe cients are all dyadic fractions. In 8], a multiplication-free DWT/IDWT algorithm using some short spline wavelet systems was proposed. However, in general the compression performance of the biorthogonal spline wavelet systems is worse than that of the CDF-9-7 FB. Therefore, in coding applications choosing a wavelet system seems a tradeo between compression performance and computational complexity.
In 1989, Coifman proposed the idea of constructing orthonormal wavelets with vanishing moments equally distributed for the scaling function and wavelet 9], 10]. Such wavelets, so called coi ets, were rst constructed in 10] and later in 11] by di erent methods.
Let us consider two interesting observations: (a) coi ets are closer to exact symmetric than the orthonormal Daubechies wavelets constructed in 12]; (b) some symmetric biorthogonal wavelets are very close to some coi ets 2], 1, pp. 278-285]. These observations may suggest that if we relax orthogonality and keep vanishing moments equally distributed for scaling function and wavelet it might be possible to obtain less asymmetric, or exactly symmetric, biorthogonal wavelet systems.
In 11] a generalization of coi ets to the biorthogonal setting was introduced and a family of biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems, parameterized by the same degree of moments for both two scaling functions and both two wavelets, was developed. In particular, the coe cients of the associated dual lters were all dyadic rational numbers with speci c formulae for all orders. The maximally at FIR linear-phase wavelet systems constructed in 4] are in fact the even-ordered biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems. However, this was not explicitly pointed out in 4].
Aim of the Paper
In this paper we generalize the biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems from 11], f ; ; e ; e g, to include a variable degree of vanishing moments for the wavelet , say e N, where the degrees of vanishing moments for the scaling function e and the wavelet e are the same and xed (which turns out to x the degree of vanishing moments of the scaling function as well), say N. We refer to these systems as general biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems (GBCW systems), and the original biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems of 11] with the same degree of vanishing moments for all four functions (N = e N) are referred to as strict biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems, an important special case of the general version. A time-domain design method is employed, which does not rely on spectral factorization, and is straightforward, because the vanishing moment conditions and the perfect reconstruction conditions can be translated into a set of linear conditions and a set of bilinear conditions on the associated dual lters, respectively, and the lter coe cients can be easily determined by solving simultaneous linear equations. We show that for any N and e N with the same parity a unique solution exists. For the case N e N, closed-form expressions for the impulse responses and the frequency responses of the dual lters are derived. Even though we do not impose symmetry constraints in our construction, even-ordered members in this family are exactly symmetric. It turns out that the GBCW systems are useful for image transform coding and seem to be quite comparable to the wavelet systems used in the state-of-the art image data compression systems. In particular, three GBCW FBs are shown to have competitive compression potential to the CDF-9-7 wavelet FB. They have not been applied to wavelet transform coding in the literature. We apply several lter-based metrics proposed in 7], including regularity, shift-variant impulse response, shift-variant step response, and weighted subband coding gain, to systematically compare the compression performance of the four wavelet FBs.
Moreover, due to the dyadic coe cients in the GBCW FBs one can improve the implementation of the DWT/IDWT de ned by these lters via replacing multiplications by additions in oatingpoint arithmetic in a systematic manner. Compared to the work in 8], we give a more general method to quickly compute the multiplications by dyadic fractions, which can be used for both the GBCW systems and the biorthognal spline wavelet systems of any order. Though the increase in speed-up (from O(M) to O 0 (M) with a smaller constant for a length-M signal) is not as dramatic as the speed-up going from a discrete Fourier transform to a fast Fourier transform (from O(M 2 ) to O(M log M)), it may be useful in practice in terms of both software and hardware implementations.
The resulting fast transformation is promising in those real-time applications where the data sets being processed are very large, e.g. digital video coding, ngerprint image compression.
Some of the wavelet systems reported by other researchers are related to our work. The synthesis lters of even-ordered GBCW systems have already been known in di erent forms in the literature (see 13 , the whole family of even-ordered GBCW systems were constructed by lifting Donoho wavelets, and the moment property of scaling functions were explicitly pointed out. Some of the GBCW systems were discussed in terms of their construction and compression capability in 17, pp. 214-218, pp. 249], 18]. We shall provide more detailed discussions on the relation between these results and ours in the remaining of the paper as is appropriate.
Even though some of the systems constructed in our work have already been known, the novelty of this independent work lies in the following aspects: the construction scheme used in this work is quite di erent from those used in the aforementioned literature; the odd-ordered GBCW systems (N > 1) can be constructed with the scheme, which form a new family to the best of our knowledge; for the case N e N the explicit formulae for the analysis lters are novel;
the systematic analysis of the compression potentials of three GBCW systems show that they are promising in transform coding applications.
Outline of the Paper and Notation
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the concepts of general biorthogonal Coifman wavelet systems, construct the associated dual lters, develop several interesting properties thereof, and formalize new arithmetic computational features for these new systems which speed up processing time. Also, we consider two special subclasses of GBCW systems in this section. In Section 3, we present a systematic study of the compression abilities of three systems in this family in comparison with the CDF-9-7 systems. Section 4 concludes the paper.
The following notation will be used in this paper. The symbols R and Z denote the set of real numbers and the set of integers, respectively. 
The associated wavelets and e are de ned as 
From the above de nition, we obtain the following lemma immediately.
Lemma 2: For a GBCW system of order N, f ; ; e ; e g, the vanishing moments of are also of degree N, i.e., Z x p (x)dx = p0 for p = 0; 1; ; N ?1:
Proof: Using (2) and (4), one can show that the conditions (7) and (8) 
For p = 0; 1; ; N, taking the pth derivative on both sides of (6) and evaluating it at ! = 0, we infer that H (p) (0) = p 2 p0 , or equivalently X n n p h(n) = p 2 p0 for p = 0; 1; ; N ?1 (13) which implies that the vanishing moments of are also of degree N. 2
Combining (11) and (13), we conclude that 
Thus, we have translated the vanishing moment conditions on the scaling function e and the wavelet e in the de nition of the GBCW system into a set of linear conditions on the dual lters h and e h.
In fact, using an argument similar to that in the above proof we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3: For a pair of dual lters h and e h in a biorthogonal wavelet system, if h satis es the conditions (11) and (13), then e h satis es the condition (10).
Construction of Synthesis Filter

Impulse Response
We construct the dual lters h and e h using the biorthogonality conditions (5) and the linear conditions (14) and (10) . We rst determine h using (14) . We require h to have the minimal length among all lters satisfying (14) , and denote the one associated with the Nth-order GBCW system by h N . Since there are 2N independent conditions on h N in (14), we de ne that h N starts with h N (?N +1) and ends with h N (N). Note that these linear conditions on the lter coe cients naturally divides into two parts, on the even-indexed coe cients and on the odd-indexed coe cients. For the rst part, it is easy to see the solution is exactly that
For the second part, since the coe cient matrix of these simultaneous linear equations is a Vandermonde matrix, which is non-singular, there is always a unique solution. The closed-form formulae for these odd-indexed coe cients are given by 
From (15), it is easy to see that the actual length of h N is 2N ?1 for N > 1. In particular, the indices are from ?N+1 to N?1 if N is even, and from ?N+2 to N if N is odd. For a given order N such that N > 2, while the synthesis lter in the Nth-order GBCW system is longer than the synthesis lter in the Nth-order biorthogonal spline wavelet system whose length is N +1, both of them have N +1 nonzero coe cients.
Filters satisfying (15) 
Frequency Response
From (15), (17) , and (19), we deduce that the frequency response of the lter h N is given by if N = 2K, K = 1; 2; , then
; (20) if N = 2K?1, K = 1; 2; , then
Since (cos(!=2)) 2 = (2+e j! +e ?j! )=4 and (sin(!=2)) 2 = (2?e j! ?e ?j! )=4, we conclude from (20) that the coe cients of h 2K are all dyadic fractions (we ignore the normalizing factor p 2). From (17) we know that the coe cients of the polynomial (in terms of e j! ) H
2K (!)=(2K ? 1) are all dyadic fractions. Therefore, according to (21) the coe cients of h 2K+1 are all dyadic fractions.
Interpolating Scaling Functions
A scaling function is interpolating or cardinal if (n) = n0 for all n 2 Z. The advantage of using interpolating scaling functions is that the interpolatory reconstruction of a function f, e f(t) = P n f(2 ?J n) (2 J t ? n), satis es that e f(2 ?J n) = f(2 ?J n) for all n 2 Z. The synthesis scaling functions of even-ordered GBCW systems are known to be interpolating 5]. Applying Theorem 10 in 5] and using (21) one can verify that the synthesis scaling functions of odd-ordered GBCW systems are also interpolating.
Symmetry
For a lowpass lter h, there are two types of symmetry: (a) whole-point symmetric (WPS), i.e.
h(n) = h(2n 0 ? n) for some constant n 0 2 Z and 8n; (b) half-point symmetric (HPS), i.e. h(n) = h(2n 0 + 1 ? n) for some constant n 0 2 Z and 8n. From (15), (17), and (19), it is clear that h N is WPS about the origin, i. 
which cannot be zero and is con ict with (14). 
which implies P n (?1) n n N h N (n) = 0 and is con ict with the assumption that the degree of vanishing moments is N. 2 
Relation to Other Results in the Literature
The synthesis lters of the even-ordered GBCW systems have already been known in di erent forms in the literature. They are called Deslauriers-Dubuc lters because Deslauriers and Dubuc rst used them in the context of interpolating subdivision for construction of smooth curves 13]. In 14] Ansari et al. called these lters Lagrangian halfband lters because they are halfband and can be constructed using Lagrangian interpolation, and show that both the orthogonal Daubechies lters and the biorthogonal spline wavelet lters as well as their variations (e.g the CDF-9-7 system) can be derived from these lters using spectral factorization. These lters can also be found as autocorrelation functions of the orthogonal Daubechies lters (see 15 h N (3) h N (5) h N (7) h N (N ?1)
for N is even h N (3) h N (5) h N (7) h N (N) N such that N > 2, while the analysis lter in the Nth-order GBCW system is longer than the analysis lter in the Nth-order biorthogonal spline wavelet system whose length is N+2 e N?1, both of them have N +2 e N ?1 nonzero coe cients. 
Frequency Response
Multiplication-Free DWT/IDWT
One remarkable property of h N and e h N; e N is that all the lter coe cients are dyadic fractions multiplied by a normalizing factor p 2. This property can be used to reduce computational cost of DWT/IDWT in the sense that it can lead to a multiplication-free DWT/IDWT. For the numbers in IEEE standard oating-point format, the multiplication by 2 b can be implemented as the addition of b to the exponent, while for integers only a shift operation is needed. 
Relation to Other Results in the Literature
We list in Table 1 the coe cients of the dual lters h N and e h N; e N for some small N and e N. Using the criterion developed in 11], it is easy to check that for the GBCW systems in Table 1 , and e do constitute dual Riesz bases. Note that the GBCW systems of order 1 and order 2 happen The normalizing factor p 2 can be ignored in the implementation of the DWT/IDWT by scaling the analysis lters and the synthesis lters by factors of p 2 and 1= p 2, respectively, or vice versa, so that perfect reconstruction is maintained.
to be the same as the biorthogonal spline wavelets with N = 1 and N = 2 in Table 6 .1 of 2], respectively. The even-ordered GBCW systems have been constructed using the lifting scheme in 5]. In addition, the moment property of scaling functions and the uniqueness of solutions were explicitly pointed out there. A fast wavelet transform algorithm based on the lifting scheme was proposed in 5]. It emerged from an interesting viewpoint of system structure, which is quite di erent from our arithmetic-based one. However, with our scheme we can construct both the even-ordered and the odd-ordered GBCW systems and derive the explicit formulae for e h N; e N and e H N; e N for the case N e N.
Minimum-Length Biorthogonal Coifman Wavelet Systems
In this subsection we consider one special class of the GBCW systems, in which has the minimum degree of the vanishing moments for a given degree of vanishing moments for e and e .
De nition 7: A GBCW system of order N is called a minimum-length biorthogonal Coifman wavelet system (MLBCW system) of order N if the vanishing moments of are of degree 1 for N is odd, and of degree 2 for N is even.
For an Nth-order MLBCW system, the length of e h N;1 (or e h N;2 ) is the minimum among all 
Strict Biorthogonal Coifman Wavelet Systems
Now we consider another special class of the GBCW systems in which the degree of vanishing moments for is equal to those of e , e , and , i.e. all four functions have the same degree of vanishing moments. This subclass of the GBCW systems was originally introduced in 11].
De nition 8: A GBCW system of order N is called a strict biorthogonal Coifman wavelet system (SBCW system) of order N if the degree of vanishing moments for is also N, i.e., e N = N. . We propose that three pair of dual lters, f e h 4;2 ; h 4 g of 9-7 taps, f e h 4;4 ; h 4 g of 13-7 taps, and f e h 6;2 ; h 6 g of 13-11 taps (we refer to them as GBCW-9-7, GBCW-13-7, and GBCW-13-11, respectively) in the family of GBCW systems have remarkable compression potential. We mainly compare them with the widely used CDF-9-7 FB. We apply some image-independent measures as well as some image-dependent measures to systematically compare these four FBs for image transform coding.
Image-Independent Measures
In 7], several image-independent measures based on some properties of the dual lters have been recommended to evaluate wavelet systems for image transform coding. We list the comparison results using these measures in Table 2 .
Regularity
It has been well known that the regularity of wavelet systems is only partially related to the quality of reconstructed images via wavelet transform coding 3], 20], 7]. However, for short wavelet lters, regularity is still closely related to the compression performance 20]. We use the algorithm by Rioul 21] to estimate H older regularity from dual lters. Usually, smoothness of the synthesis scaling function is more important than that of the analysis scaling function e in determining the quality of a reconstructed image, and the latter is more relevant to energy compaction capability than the former for smooth images. Therefore, there is a tradeo between these two factors when choosing short wavelet FBs. The comparison results in Table 2 indicate that the GBCW-13-7 FB and the CDF-9-7 FB are better than the other two FBs in terms of the distribution of regularity.
Shift-Variant Impulse Response
The impulse response of an J-level combined subband analysis/synthesis system formed by a pair of dual lters h and e h 7] is de ned as f h; e h;J (n; n 0 ) = R h; e h;J fW J (n)D h; e h;J f (n ? n 0 )gg (50) where (n?n 0 ) is an impulse at n = n 0 ; D and R are the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction operators, respectively; and the wavelet transform domain indicator function W J is de ned as W J (n) = 1 if n 2 L and W J (n) = 0 otherwise, where L is the set of indices for the subband signal with the lowest resolution. Since the biorthogonal DWT is shift-variant, the impulse response de ned above also depends on the location of the impulse. Unlike 7], we here use both the minimum and the average peak-to-sidelobe ratio (MPSR and APSR) in dB among the 2 J possible impulse responses in an J-level DWT/IDWT to characterize both the worst-case and the average oscillatory behavior, or the ringing e ect, in the system response, which usually results in visually annoying artifacts in reconstructed images. The higher MPSR and APSR correspond to the weaker ringing behavior.
We choose J = 3 in our experiments. From Table 2 we can see that the APSRs of the GBCW-9-7
FB and the GBCW-13-11 FB are better than those of the other two FBs, while the MPSRs of the latter two FBs are better than those of the former two FBs.
Shift-Variant Step Response
Since the ringing artifact often occurs near the regions of edges in reconstructed images, it may also be characterized by both the maximum and the average fractional overshoot of the second sidelobe (MFOSS and AFOSS) among the 2 L possible step responses of the combined analysis/synthesis system (de ned in a similar way to impulse response), which are closely related to the worst-case and the average ringing e ect, respectively. Strong overshoots in the step responses will lead to signi cant ringing in the reconstructed image 7]. The comparison results in Table 2 indicate that the GBCW-9-7 FB has much lower AFOSS than the other three FBs, while the GBCW-9-7 FB and the GBCW-13-7 FB are better than the other two FBs in terms of the MFOSS.
From the above comparison of the impulse responses and the step responses for the four FBs, we can expect that the GBCW-9-7 FB and the GBCW-13-7 FB will exhibit weaker ringing artifact than the other two FBs.
Image-Dependent Measures
The energy compaction is one of the most important metrics in the evaluation of lters used in transform coding schemes. However, to our knowledge, there is no measure for energy compaction that can be used independent of images. We choose six test images: Lenna (512 512), Peppers (512 512), Boats (576 720), Building (a synthetic aperture radar image, 800 800), Fingerprint-1 (768 768) and Fingerprint-2 (480 384), which are all 256-gray-level images.
Weighted Subband Coding Gain
For a given image X of size M and a subband decomposition scheme, which decomposes X into K subband images: X 0 , X 1 , , X K?1 , the energy compaction property of the FB can be characterized by weighted subband coding (SBC) gain (see 22] for detailed discussion on coding gain)
where C X is a constant related to the image X, M k is the size of the subband image X k , 2 X and 2 X k are the variances of the image X and the subband image X k , respectively, and w k is the weight for the subband image X k , which takes into consideration the di erent energy contributions from di erent subbands due to the non-orthogonality of the transform. We apply the method proposed in 23] to compute these lter-related weights fw k g, and here we also propose a new formula that generalizes the simple cases in 23]. Assume that the synthesis channel for the subband image X k consists of J k lters in the horizontal direction, in the order of u k;1 , u k;2 , , u k;J k , and J k lters in the vertical direction, in the order of v k;1 , v k;2 , , v k;J k (here we consider only the two-dimensional separable FBs). The weight w k is then given by
where the z-transforms of u k and v k are respectively given by
From (51) one can see that SBC gain depends strongly on image content. It is also partially theoretical, because the de nition of SBC gain is based on some assumptions that are not always valid in practice. However, due to the lack of better metrics to measure energy compaction capability, the SBC gain is still widely used.
The experimental results are given in Table 3 . We nd that the SBC gains of GBCW-13-7 FB are slightly better than those of the other three FBs for the rst four images, and the SBC gains of the three GBCW FBs are better than those of the CDF-9-7 FB for the two ngerprint images.
Simulation of Image Transform Coding
We apply the wavelet transform coding algorithm proposed in 24], which is one of the state-of-theart algorithms for still image compression, to test the rate-distortion performance of the four FBs. The rate and the distortion are measured by bit-rate in bits per pixel (bpp) and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in dB, respectively. The simulation results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate that the four FBs have very close performance over a wide range of compression ratios. For the rst four images, the GBCW-13-7 FB is as good as the CDF-9-7 FB, which is slightly better than the other two FBs. However, for the ngerprint images, the GBCW-13-7 FB and the GBCW-13-11 FB are a bit better than the CDF-9-7 FB in the range of medium bit rates, as indicated by the comparison results of their SBC gains.
We use the Lenna image to compare the perceptual quality of the images coded by the four FBs. In order to display various coding artifacts, we choose a high compression ratio 80:1. Figure  4 and Figure 5 respectively depict the original Lenna image and four coded versions. While the global visual qualities of all four images in Figure 5 are fairly close, there are a few locally distinct distortions. The edges in Figure 5 (b) are slightly sharper than those in the other three images. Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5 (c) exhibit slightly less ringing in the smooth regions around sharp edges than the other two, which is indeed predicted by our study of their shift-variant impulse responses and step responses. Figure 5 (b) maintains a bit more textures than the other three, e.g. the stripes on the hat. This and the result that the GBCW-13-7 FB performs well in coding ngerprint images may suggest that it is more suitable for compression of texture images. We also note that the bright small dot to the left of the hat in Figure ( Figure 5 (a), which indicates that the three GBCW FBs preserve the intensity of impulses better than the CDF-9-7 FB does. Therefore, we conclude that even though Figure 5 (a) has the highest PSNR, Figure 5(b) shows the best perceived quality, and the other two images are perceptually almost as good as Figure 5 (a) though their PSNRs are more than 0.2dB lower than that of Figure 5(a) .
Having completed this work, the authors learned that the comparison between the CDF-9-7 FB and the GBCW-9-7 FB was also performed using di erent coding algorithms in 17, pp. 249], 18]. Their results are similar to ours: while the CDF-9-7 FB has slight advantage in terms of PSNR and maximum error, the GBCW-9-7 FB results in perceptually better image quality.
Computational Complexity
It is well known that DWT/IDWT of a length-M signal have O(M) computational complexity if the lengths of the dual lters used in the transformation are relatively short compared to M. However, the constants in the O(M) representation can be quite di erent for di erent wavelet systems used in the transformation. The following proposition gives in general the computational complexity of the DWT and the IDWT using a symmetric biorthogonal system. where C M;J is the number of coe cients needed to be computed in the transformation and given by C M;J = 2M(1 ? 2 ?J ), where we assume for simplicity that M is a multiple of 2 J . Obviously, the quantity C M;J only depends on the length of the signal and the number of decomposition/reconstruction levels, and does not depend on the dual lters. The proof of the above proposition is straightforward. According to Proposition 9, the computational complexity of the DWT/IDWT using the CDF-9-7 FB, whose coe cients are all irrationals, is exactly determined by those formulae. For the GBCW FBs, we can apply a multiplication-free scheme for DWT/IDWT, where the most computationally costly operations, oating-point multiplications, are replaced by the computationally cheap operations, multiplications of 2 b or binary shifts, at the cost of a reasonable increase in the number of oating-point additions. In addition, some useful properties of the GBCW FBs can be applied to further reduce the complexity. For instance, all the coe cients of the three discussed GBCW FBs are very close to some dyadic numbers so that the increases of oating-point additions are small.
The special properties of the GBCW FBs lead to the exibility of implementations of the multiplication-free DWT/IDWT, which results in slightly di erent computational complexities. In our implementations, the numbers of oating-point additions are minimized. We lists the resulted computational complexities corresponding to the three GBCW FBs, as well as that of the GBCW-9-7 FB, in Table 4 . If the original image data are integers, then the DWT will be even faster, because the multiplications by 2 b can be implemented as using the binary shift operations. Therefore, the total computational costs of the DWT/IDWT using the three GBCW FBs are smaller than using the CDF-9-7 FB.
It might be interesting to combine the proposed multiplication-free algorithm with other fast wavelet transform algorithms (e.g. the lifted fast wavelet transform 5]), which may lead to computationally more e cient algorithms. In addition, the following question might be a topic of future research: for a certain biorthogonal wavelet system with dyadic lter coe cients, which implementation is optimal in terms of computational complexity?
Conclusions
We have presented the design of a novel class of biorthogonal wavelet systems, the GBCW systems, which possess several remarkable properties. In particular, three FBs in this family have been shown to be competitive with the CDF-9-7 FB in DWT-based image compression. Furthermore, the multiplication-free DWT/IDWT using the GBCW systems are promising in the realization of real-time image and video codec. Therefore, we feel that these GBCW systems are serious candidates for the choice of wavelet systems in current and future image/video transform coding standards. Tables   1 Coe cients Table 4 : Comparison of the computational complexities in terms of the average number of operations required to compute each coe cient in the transformation (The symbols` ',`+' and` 2 b ' stand for oating-point multiplication, oating-point addition, and multiplication by 2 b , respectively.)
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